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Flashcards - 123
Calligraphic letters of the alphabet drawn in black ink
"written with a small piece of cherry veneer secured
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in a wooden
handle",
pasted up on a board.
Colors and Shapes Flash Cards
ABC Farmers' Market Flash Cards
A firm understanding of those basic concepts will
enable your child to master more difficult games and
activities to improve your child's math skills while
having fun.

Alphabet Fun
Flash Kids Flash Cards offer essential practice in key
concepts such multiplication, division, the alphabet,
sights words, and state capitals. Containing 88 cards
in each package, these cards are sturdier than others
on the market.

The New Bike
School Zone Start to Read! Books present beginning
readers with a variety of captivating stories told
through rhyme, rhythm, and repetition for easy
reading. Each book builds children's reading
vocabulary and features an exciting or amusing plot
with beautiful illustrations that support and extend
the text.

Alphabet and Numbers Flash Cards
Fundamental Skills covers all the basic skills young
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learners
are ready
to discover, including the alphabet,
numbers, colors, and shapes! As children complete
the fun activities in this engaging workbook, they will
become more familiar with letters, sounds, counting,
and number recognition! Each activity in Fundamental
Skills strengthens fine motor control while also
developing early critical thinking skills and
encouraging children to explore creative expression
with colors and shapes. The six titles in the Basic
Beginnings series are an essential and fun resource
designed to nurture engaged learning for every child.
Each book features 64 pages of colorful activities,
mazes, and pictures, as well as three mini books to
color, cut out, and share!

Flash Cards: Three-letter Words
This chunky, 'wipe-clean' board book with carry
handle is the perfect book for children just learning to
write. Children can trace words and count objects and
try writing on their own in the space provided. Each
exercise can be repeated and practised time and time
again with the 'wipe-clean' surface, helping to
children to perfect their writing skills.

Unplugged Play
Strengthen students' language, memory, and
attention skills with Literacy Activities for Circle Time:
Alphabet for grades PK–1. This 96-page book provides
hands-on, cross-curricular activities that develop
children's emerging literacy skills. The book provides
ideas that engage students through listening,
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watching,
imitating,
cooperating, playacting, singing,
and chanting. It also includes reproducible letter and
sign language cards and aligns with state and
national standards.

Get Set Go: Flashcards - ABC
Wipe-Clean: Activity Flash Cards Letters
A lifetime of communication skills starts here―the
ultimate writing workbook for kids 3 to 5 Set kids up
to succeed in school with a learn to write for kids
guide that teaches them letters, shapes, and
numbers--and makes it fun. My First Learn-to-Write
Workbook introduces your early writer to proper pen
control, steady line tracing, new words, and more with
dozens of exercises that will engage their minds and
boost their reading and writing comprehension skills.
This learn to write for kids book includes: Build writing
muscles―During these activities, kids will use their
pencil to follow paths and draw different shapes, so
they build their fine motor skills. Fun and
colorful―This learn to write for kids workbook brings
the skills to life, with helpful (and silly) pictures and
illustrations. Practice makes perfect―While this book
isn't wipeable or erasable, you can keep the writing
going with almost 80 full pages worth of practice
space. Get your little one on the right path to reading
and writing with this exciting learn to write for kids
workbook.

Peter's Dream
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Addressing the concerns of parents worried about the
amount of time children spend in front of a TV or
computer screen, a family-friendly resource
introduces more than seven hundred games and
variations for every age group, including craft
projects, music activities, games, and many other
types of activities. Simultaneous.

Preschool Learning Flash Cards ABC
Learn spelling by matching cards in sets of three.
Each correct matchup creates a picture from which
children may learn to spell a word. Contains 36 sets of
three-letter words.

Alphabet
Lee has a new bike, and she must learn how to ride it.

My ABC's Ring Flash Cards
Designed to help players learn the alphabet by
matching letters as well as animals that begin with
the same letter.

How to Teach Your Baby to Read
Literacy Activities for Circle Time:
Rhythm and Rhyme, Ages 3 - 6
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Go Fish
Olivia Alphabet Flash Cards
Uses colorful pictures to introduce letter sounds. The
parent card includes additional activities and games.

Arabic Alphabet
✔Essential Writing Practice for Preschool and
Kindergarten. Number Tracing Books for Kids Ages
3-5, Number Tracing Workbook, Number Writing
Practice Book ✔In the colorful, Handwriting Workbook
early Learning Activity book is geared to boys and
girls designed for toddlers, Preschoolers, pre-k and
kindergarten kids. ✔The outlines to complete and
activities to do make Writing ABC practice simple. It is
the perfect start for any child to learn all the letters
from A to Z effortlessly while having fun. ✔Cute and
super fun original illustrations that will surely keep
your child engaged and entertained. I truly hope that
your little one enjoys coloring all the illustrations
inside this book.

Princess ABC Flash Cards
Ready to Learn - Pre-k-k Alphabet Flash
Cards
Roger Priddy’s Wipe-Clean: Activity Flash Cards
Letters is part of the Wipe-Clean Activity Flash Cards
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series,
an interactive
learning game to encourage
young children to learn the alphabet. Featuring 26
durable, double-sided early learning activity cards,
and a wipe-clean pen and cloth, you can help your
children ages 3 and up reinforce their knowledge of
ABCs with exercises and activities on cards that can
be cleaned for repetitive practice. Warning: Choking
Hazard - Small parts. Not intended for children under
3 yrs.

Flashcards A _ Z
These beautiful flash cards, featuring artist and
author Eric Carle's familiar animal illustrations, serve
as a lovely introduction to the ABCs. Printed on thick,
sturdy board, they are perfect for small hands to hold
and are equally suited for hanging on the wall in a
child's room.

Preschool Scholar
Flashcards 123 helps children learn their numbers in a
bright and interactive way. The set contains 26
flashcards, and comes in a sturdy box for easy
storage. One side of each flashcard provides practice
in forming each number, while the other side presents
a fun visual representation of that number, providing
practice with numbers with real objects, and helping
build the child's counting skills. Scholastic Early
Learners: Interactive books for hands-on learning.
Perfect for babies, toddlers, preschoolers,
kindergarteners, and first graders, too!
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Bright Sparks Flash Cards - Alphabet
Product Dimensions: 12.5 x 9 x 1.5 cm. (Box) Children have a tremendous capacity for expanding
their knowledge, especially during their first six years.
That's when they are most eager to learn new things,
and learning and playing with flash cards is an
excellent way to satisfy their natural curiosity. Arabic
Alphabet Flash Cards have many special features that
improve on the traditional flash card, so you can take
full advantage of your child's instinctive leaning
abilities.* Build your Arabic vocabulary using these
flash cards.* Cards are rich in sights and come with
the English transliteration with each letter.* Learning
is reinforced with full-colour illustrations.* Cards are
thick and durable -- children love to play with them
again and again.* Appropriate for ages 4 and above.

My First Learn to Write Workbook
Discover Olivia's world—from A to Z—with these flash
cards featuring art from the television show, inspired
by the original Caldecott honor-winning picture book.
Printed on thick, sturdy board, they are just the right
size for small hands to hold and are equally suited for
hanging on the wall in a child's room.

3 Letter Words
Alphabet Flash Cards
Flash Kids Flash Cards offer essential practice in key
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such multiplication,
sights words, and state capitals. Containing 88 cards
in each package, these cards are sturdier than others
on the market.

Reading Readiness
Explore the world of ABCs with these charming flash
cards by artist Lisa DeJohn. Printed on sturdy board
and featuring an engaging collection of
animalsincluding dragonflies, sea horses, and
warthogsthese cards are perfect for little fingers and
inquisitive minds.

Flash Kids Flash Cards
Learning the Alphabet for Preschool 3
Have fun from from capital A to capital Z with My
ABCs ring flash cards from Mudpuppy. Amy Blay has
illustrated an ant on an apple, a bird on a boat, and
other whimsical scenes to teach the alphabet. - 26
sturdy 2-3/4 x 5" (7 x 13 cm) two-sided cards Reclosable ring holds cards - Gift box

Literacy Activities for Circle Time:
Alphabet, Ages 3 - 6
Alphabet and Numbers Flash Cards Alphabet and
Numbers Flash Cards for preschoolers and
kindergartners bring skills such as memory, listening,
and beginning sounds. Children will get to know
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phonics,
numbers
and learn to connect letter sounds
with objects. Features: Large 3.0" x 5.575" For ages 3
and up Colorful and bright illustrations Big easy-toread letters and corresponding picture names
Teaches uppercase and lowercase letters Teachers
numbers 1-20 Flash cards are a time-tested way to
learn essential skills

Alphabet Animals Flash Cards
Devour the ABCs with these farmers' market
favorites! These deliciously eye-catching flash cards
featuring Stefan Page's artwork are a feast for all!
Printed on thick, sturdy board, they are perfect for
small hands to hold or for decorating a nursery,
classroom, or kitchen.

Animal Flash Cards
ALPHABET ADVENTURE: Disney Learning Alphabet
Frozen 2 Flash Cards help children ages 4+ as they
embark on an adventure of learning the alphabet!

Little Mouse's Alphabet Flash Cards
Children will enjoy lots of fun activities in these multicurriculum workbooks!Each workbook has 64 pages of
essential skill exercises in language arts, maths,
science and social studies.Use these books to review,
reinforce, or accelerate learning.

Phonics Made Easy
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For ages
3 and up
Colorful and bright illustrations Big
easy-to-read letters and corresponding picture names
Teaches uppercase and lowercase letters Rounded
corners for easy sorting EXCELLENT - Alphabet Flash
Cards for preschoolers and kindergartners bring skills
such as memory, listening, and beginning
sounds.Relatable illustrations make Alphabet both fun
and practical. Build alphabet skills one letter and
picture at a time. Drop these flash cards in a
backpack or purse, and pull them out anywhere,
anytime for fun or practice.

Alphabet
26 sturdy cards w/art by Brigette Barrager

Three-Letter Words
Strengthen students' language, memory, and
attention skills with Literacy Activities for Circle Time:
Rhythm and Rhyme for grades PK–1. This 96-page
book provides hands-on, cross-curricular activities
that develop children's emerging literacy skills. The
book provides ideas that engage students through
listening, watching, imitating, cooperating, playacting,
singing, and chanting. It aligns with state and national
standards.

Bright Sparks Flash Cards
Write and Wipe ABC 123
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I Know
It Workbooks
set the standard for home
learning materials. The range is developed by
professional educators to complement the curriculum
at each grade. Each workbook has clear instructions
and fun-to-do exercises.

Fundamental Skills, Ages 3 - 6
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